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APPENDIX A

CBSC Decision 07/08-1611
CHNI-FM re an episode of Maritime Morning

Maritime Morning with Andrew Krystal is an open-line talk show broadcast on stations
owned by Rogers Media in Halifax, Monction and Saint John. It is hosted by Andrew
Krystal who discusses politics, entertainment and current events with guests and callers
from 9:00 am to noon on weekdays. During one segment of the April 4 episode, the guest
was Paul Watson, the head of a marine conservation group called the Sea Shepherd
Conservation Society. The transcript of the dialogue with Mr. Watson is as follows:

[Krystal and his other guest, scientist Richard Zurowski, discuss issues related to
environmentalism and sustainability in relation to the seal hunt and clothing production.]

Krystal: By the way, Paul Watson will join us in five minutes. We know we have people
listening internationally online. We welcome your calls at 1-877-801-8255 or 405-6000. The
most controversial man in this country today is anti-sealer Paul Watson and he will join us live
in five minutes time. Richard Zurowski’s here with the Friday Science File.

[more discussion about sustainability, process of killing animals for food & clothing]

Krystal: Anti-sealer Paul Watson joins us now. Mr. Watson, where are you?

Watson: Uh, right now I’m at Halifax Airport.

Krystal: Okay, so you just landed. Are you aware that, uh, your ship, uh, has been tampered
with?

Watson: Uh, yes, I just spoke to, uh, my captain on board there, and, uh, yeah, we
were attacked by about thirty sealers who, uh, cut the mooring lines with, uh, with a rope and,
uh, one of my crew threw a smoke grenade on the deck to disperse them and then we were
able to get the engine underway and, uh, safely out at sea.

Krystal: Are you going to be charged, uh, for anything?

Watson: Charged for something in St-Pierre? I mean we were attacked. We didn’t
do anything.

Krystal: No, but, uh, you know, this concern or speculation that there was some interference,
you were going too close to the seal hunt, et cetera?

Watson: I-, i-, by the French government?

Krystal: This is, uh, there was a concern, yeah, that, uh, that you have, uh, broken the law in
some areas.
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Watson: Um, didn’t break any laws in France, that’s for sure! Or in St-Pierre. Um, we
found the people in Saint-Bier, Pierre to be very friendly. Uh, these are fishermen. I don’t
know whether they were French or Newfoundlanders, but, uh, you know, we didn’t really get
to ask questions because they attacked the ship with, a, an axe and cut the lines and
attacked our cameraman and, uh, damaged one of the cameras. Uh, but, uh, it seems to me
that if there’s any charges, they should be assault charges against the people who attacked
our ships, not, we, we didn’t do anything.

Krystal: Do you understand the level of antipathy because of the callousness of your
comments with regards to sealers?

Watson: I don’t think my callou-, I don’t think my comments were callous at all. I think
I was speaking the truth. It was a tragedy that the coast guard’s incompetence killed, uh, you
know, four sealers. It was a, uh, it was a, an incredible tragedy. Uh, but I don’t want that to
take away from the fact that I believe that the slaughter of 325,000 seals is also a tragedy.

Krystal: But you said the seal tragedy is worse than the tragedy of the, uh, the sealers
themselves.

Watson: Well, when you consider 325,000 lives, yes. I think it would be a greater
tragedy.

Krystal: Well does –

Watson: A lot of people might disagree with that, but, uh, I happen to believe that that
is, that is the case.

Krystal: Do you protest –

Watson: You know, I didn’t kill, I didn’t kill those sealers. The Canadian Government’s
incompetence did.

Krystal: If I, yeah, we know that. If I went out fishing, and I hook a fish in the mouth with a
metal hook, would you protest that?

Watson: Would I protest that?

Krystal: Yeah. Is it bad if I go out and catch –

Watson: What, I don’t, what, we weren’t actually out there protesting. What we were
doing was gathering evidence, uh, on violations. And we got one. I got on film a seal being
skinned alive. While it’s being skinned, its head reaches up and it screams. That’s on film.
That’s a violation of regulations. That’s what we were doing. We were not out there
interfering with the seal hunt. We were not out there trying to stop anybody. What we were
trying to do was document violations, that’s all we were doing. But Canada has passed a law
making it illegal to, uh, document these violations without a permit, but of course they don’t
give us a permit.

Krystal: I understand, no, the concern about animal rights in terms of being cruel to an
animal, that’s very legitimate and I don’t think you would get any disagreement. What I’m
concerned –

Watson: What’s that, sorry?
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Krystal: I don’t think anyone would disagree with your concern for –

Watson: Right.

Krystal: – being humane to animals, Paul Watson. But I’m –

Watson: Right.

Krystal: I just wonder, the anthropomorphisation of seals, the seal-love people have, uh,
elevating it more than, say, a codfish, or something else, the fact that it’s got big eyes et
cetera. There’s this tendency to –

Watson: Well, you know we protect –

Krystal: – look at it like this cuddly –

Watson: We’re –. Sorry.

Krystal: Go ahead.

Watson: We protect everything from, you know, plankton to whales and sharks, uh,
sea turtles, fish, uh, and this is what we do. And, uh, what’s happening in our oceans is an
incredible tragedy, probably one of the greatest tragedies that’s facing our future. Life in our
oceans is being diminished at an incredible rate. Every single commercial fishery is in a state
of collapse because of greed. Uh, this is a tragedy. It’s an incredible tragedy, and it’s one
which may cost us, uh, the human, uh, species, uh, the ability to even survive in the future.

Krystal: Well, Paul Watson, shertainly, certainly, uh, trawling for fish and dragging nets to the
bottom of the ocean, uh, is, that’s not, doesn’t sound like fishing to me. Uh, and that is a
problem. Absolutely that’s a problem. But the seal population is very healthy, and we are not
indust-, there’s no industrial mass killing with fishing trawlers. This is up close and personal
with a club, and therefore less efficient.

Watson: Uh, I think that the seals are threatened. They’re threatened by diminishing
ice conditions, uh, because of global warming. They’re less than ten percent of their original
numbers. They might seem numerous. I also happen to believe that the more seals there
are, the more fish there are, because the the biggest predator of fish are other fish, the very
fish that marine mammals like harp seals target. When you lower marine mammal
populations, you increase predatory fish populations of less, you know, fish which are even
less desirable than, say, the cod, causing the further decline of –

Krystal: Okay, but, Paul Watson, don’t you, don’t you discredit, though, your cause when you
call sealers “sadistic baby killers”? They’re not killing babies, they’re killing seals.

Watson: Oh –

Krystal: They’re not killing human babies.

Watson: Well, that’s your interpretation of what a baby is. You know, they’re three to
six –

Krystal: Yeah.

Watson: – week old seals. To me, at three to six-weeks old –
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Krystal: Well, that’s not a human being though, that’s a –

Watson: – is a baby.

Krystal: Well, it’s not a human.

Watson: No, it’s a, uh, it’s a seal. And uh, –

Krystal: But “baby killer” connotes –

Watson: I happen to believe that all life is interdependent. That is an ecological law.
All life is interdependent. Uh, we cannot live on this planet without those other species.
They’re all equally important.

Krystal: Does a fly have a soul?

Watson: Now, you may disagree with that philosophy. You may disagree with that.

Krystal: Does a fly have a soul?

Watson: But my philosophy –

Krystal: Does a fly have a soul?

Watson: I don’t happen to believe –

Krystal: Well, no, does, just because they –

Watson: I don’t happen to believe humans have souls, okay? I don’t believe humans
have souls. We are animals. All of us our animals.

Krystal: I thought you liked animals.

Watson: We’re all interdependent and we’re, yes I do. And we’re all interdependent.
You know, for instance, one, I got criticized last year for saying worms are more important
than people. Why did I say that? Because it’s true. Humans cannot live on the planet Earth
without worms. But worms can live without us. From an ecological point of view, they’re far
more important than we are. So this is why I’m trying to get –

Krystal: Oh, please.

Watson: – people to think in this –

Krystal: What is this human hating, Paul?

Watson: – point of view.

Krystal: Paul.

Watson; What?

Krystal: Paul, you have serious problems, my friend. I mean, you’re –
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Watson: No, you’re, you just happen to have an anthropo-centric mindset that thinks
that the entire world or universe revolves around the human species. I happen to look at it
from a bio-centric point of view and therefore incorporate the laws of ecologies knowing that
these species are absolutely –

Krystal: Listen, I got a lot of complaints, I have, Paul, I have a lot of complaints about
humanity. There’s no question. Uh, but you just seem to be, you are, you are, uh, an
extremist on this one. Uh, fascinating nonetheless. Paul Watson is on the line, calling us,
uh, from the airport. The controversy continues. We’ll explore the comments of anti-sealer
Paul Watson and his battle, uh, right after this quick break.

- commercial break

Krystal: This is Maritime Morning. Anti-sealer Paul Watson joins us. You can too, at 1-877-
801-8255 or 405-6000. Paul Watson. He’s at the Halifax Airport, just landed and was able to
call in moments ago. Some outrageous statements you’ve made, Paul. Um, “I can’t think of
anything you say that defines helplessness and fear more than a seal pup on the ice that
can’t swim or escape as it approached, as it is approached, rather, by some cigarette-
smoking ape with a club.” “This is a seal nursery and these men are sadistic baby killers and
that might offend some people, but it is the unvarnished truth,” you say. “They are vicious
killers who are now pleading for sympathy because some of their own died while engaged in
a viciously brutal activity.” You really think these people are apes?

Watson: Well, we’re all apes. [chuckles] I mean, we’re all, uh, homonids and
homonids are apes. And from the point of view of the seal, yeah, they see a big ape coming
at them with a club in their hand. Uh, so I was trying to look at it from their point of view.

Krystal: Well, um, aren’t these people just trying to make a living? You make, “sadistic”
indicates that they have some sexual thrill out of, uh, power and dominance. I mean that’s,
that’s –

Watson: Well, you know, –

Krystal: – that’s what “sadism” –

Watson: – I got an e-mail yesterday from a sealer saying that the biggest pleasure he
receives in life is, is crushing the skull of baby seals. I mean, he might have been just doing
that to provoke me, but, you know, if you read books like Over the Side, Mickey or, or, um,
you know, the books by, uh, Paul, uh, [Sharconna?], the Magdalen Islands, they actually talk
about how much they enjoy doing what they’re, what they’re doing. And, uh, as far as an
economic activity, it’s, uh, it’s costing the Canadian taxpayers more to support this. It’s a
glorif-, glorified welfare system. I think that we’d be saving money to, by paying people to not
kill seals.

Krystal: 1-877-801-8255 or 405-6000. Debbie in Halifax.

Debbie: Hi.

Krystal: Your response to Paul Watson, is he right or wrong?

Debbie: I believe Paul Watson should be commended and he has a lot of guts to come on the
air and face all the bullies that, uh, are disagreeing with his stance. Um, I think he sees the
big picture. Um, and, uh, if, uh, maybe if people like me and him came on the air, had a little
bit more guts to come on the air, I think you’d have a little bit more disagreement and, uh, I, I
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do believe they’re apes with clubs and I think there’s no reason other than financial greed and
gluttony. And that’s just my comment. So, power to you, Paul.

Krystal: Stay there, Debbie. Uh, Heather –

Watson: Thank you.

Krystal: Heather in Springfield, N.S. Do you have something to say? Paul Watson joins us,
the anti-sealer.

Heather: Uh, uh, Paul, listen, I just wanna, uh, say what an honour it is to get to talk to
you for a moment. And I just want to thank you so much for what you’re doing. And I truly
believe that you are one of the bravest men on the planet. And, uh, and unlike Loyola Hearn,
who has a girlie name, and, um, anyways, that, that’s really what I wanted to say, Paul. I just
want to thank you so much.

Krystal: Now, we seemed to have lost Paul Watson. We’ll try to get him back. 1-877-801-
8255 or 405-6000. Very interesting to see the different opinions. Paul Watson, a lightning
rod for controversy this day with regards to his comments about sealers, calling them
“cigarette-smoking ape baby killers”, “vicious killers”, “filled with bloodlust”. 1-877-801-8255
or 405-6000. Bill, are we going to get Paul back? Bill? Are we getting him back? Okay, he’s
calling him now. What do you make of this, Richard Zurowski? I mean, uh, I, one of the
things that did not get reported today in the Paul Watson controversy, and seal, people are
ticked off at Paul because four sealers died, uh, when their boat was being towed by a
Canadian Coast Guard vessel recently. And his comments are seen by the fishing
community as highly inflammatory and insensitive. But it is not reported, or hasn’t been by
the media that he’s there to monitor abuses. That what he says he’s there to do, to monitor
the skinning of seals alive and animal cruelty.

Zurowski: I don’t disagree with anything that Paul has said. Um, we do so much that
his harmful to the environment. Um, I’m not sure why we’re targeting the seal industry per se
because you could go into any abattoir and look at horrendous abuses to animals. Um, –

Krystal: But you have to kill an animal. Cutting the head off a chicken and a chicken –

Zurowski: Yeah.

Krystal: Anyway, let’s go to Paul. Paul Watson, you there?

Watson: Yes, sorry, got disconnected for some reason.

Krystal: Okay, let’s go to another call. Heather in Springfield, go ahead.

Heather: Hi, uh, did you get Paul back?

Krystal: Yeah, go ahead, talk to him.

Heather: Uh, Paul, listen, um, I just want to thank you for everything that you’re doing
for the environment and the marine life, the mammals, the seals in particular, the whales and,
uh, you’re incredibly brave and I support you in every dimension. And I just think you’re an
incredible person.

Watson: Well, thank you.
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Krystal: Paul Watson, I want to ask you, uh, thank you for your call, Heather. I appreciate it.
1-877-801-8255 or 405-6000. Do flies or mosquitos have souls?

Watson: What’s that? Sorry?

Krystal: Does a fly or a mosquito, because it has ectoplasm and an exoskeletal [sic], does it
still have a soul?

Watson: Well, like I said before, I don’t believe anything has a soul. But I do believe
that flies and all other creatures are essential for the survival of life on this planet. Life is
interdependent. And, uh, that’s a basic law of ecology.

Krystal: But we’ve hunted, we’ve always hunted things. We, uh, cut grain down, we, uh, you
know. We kill things. Right?

Watson: Well, yeah, I mean, you know, you live on the Earth. But the problem is, is
this over-exploitation. Uh, that’s another law of ecology which is called the law of, uh, finite
resources. There’s a limit to growth. We’re now in a position where we’re losing more
species of plants and animals on this planet, uh, between 1980 and 2045, than we will lose in
the last sixty-five million years. That rate of extinction is unprecedented and we haven’t seen
that since the Jurassic sixty-five million years ago.

Krystal: But you, you seem to be angry –

Watson: So it’s a very serious problem.

Krystal: You seem to be really angry at humanity. Now, a lot of things about the culture
disgust me, but you really have a hate on for mankind, Paul.

Watson: No, actually, I think I take a rather detached view on it. I’m trying to apply
ecological laws and, uh, you know, I’m trying to get people to think about that and, yes, I get
provocative and, yes, I realize I am controversial. I sort of sometimes feel like a, uh, sort of
an acupuncture neeter, needle trying to provoke a response. But really the ultimate thing is
to get people to think and people to see, uh, a bigger picture.

Krystal: But when sealers have died, don’t you think your comments are really callous?

Watson: Uh, no. I said that it was a tragedy at the time and, uh, we certainly, uh, you
know, I’ve been accused of being insensitive, but I have to point out that the last time I was in
the Magdalen Islands, uh, I, uh, experienced the sensitivity there. Uh, I was beaten by thirty
sealers quite severely and, uh, I felt every blow. Uh, so I, you know, there isn’t much love lost
between the two of us. But I don’t think I was being insensitive. I do recognize it as a
tragedy.

Krystal: 1-877-801-8255 or 405-6000. Jason in Fredericton, welcome to Maritime Morning.

Jason: Yes, how’re you doin’?

Krystal: Go ahead.

Jason: Hi. I’d like to commend this gentleman on what he’s doin’. I think, uh, there’s sealing
in Canadian waters that the Canadian Government’s gotta step in and, uh, stop. I am a
hunter. I do hunt. I hunt for food. Uh, these gentlemen are just hunting and killing for
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pleasure and fun and it, there needs to be something done about it. There needs to be more
regulations about it –

Krystal: Sealers, but you’re killing for fun and pleasure. These people are, sealers –

Jason: No, mine’s not fun and pleasure. Mine is absolutely, uh, if I take a deer, it’s a
hundred pounds, it’s a hundred –

Krystal: But you don’t need to kill that, you don’t need to kill that deer. You can go to Sobey’s.

Jason: Sobey’s don’t sell deer meat, sorry.

Krystal: Oh, I’m so sorry to ruin the delicacy of deer meat. You don’t need to –

Jason: And, and if you’re eatin’ the animals that you’re talkin’ about in Sobey’s and stuff,
they’re contaminated with so much stuff in growth hormones to help them grow, while the
animal in the woods is, is natural. It’s, uh, what do you call, organic. It’s, it’s a lot more pure
–

Krystal: There’s something else you can eat besides killing a deer. Don’t, you’re, you’re, it’s
very interesting to hear you as a hunter justifying Paul Watson’s anti- –

Jason: It’s two, it’s two different things, even remotely –

Krystal: Paul, do you agree with Jason? He’s making a distinction. He’s saying he hunts, uh,
his deer. He can’t buy deer at Sobey’s, so he’s going to get his own meat. Is that okay,
Paul?

Watson: Well, one of the things that, uh, is certainly a difference here is that nobody’s
eating the seals out there. They’re killing them for their fur only. The other thing is that when
you go into Sobey’s and buy your steak, you’re actually buying more than just the steak. You
know that fifty per cent of all of the fish taken out of the ocean is fed to livestock, cows and
pigs. The pig is the largest marine predator on the planet. Pigs eat more fish than sharks do.
And, uh, so you’re actually contributing to the demise of our oceans by buying your steak at
Sobey’s, where this gentleman is certainly not doing that.

Krystal: Okay, so you say it’s okay to hunt deer and moose, but not to hunt seals.

Jason: It’s okay –

Watson: Well, I’m actually opposed to hunting, but I do understand that if somebody is
in a position where they’re, you know, this is how, uh, they’re feeding themselves, uh, and I
do understand that certainly more than people walking through a seal nursery clubbing baby
seals just for their fur.

Krystal: So killing a deer, you think is better than if I go and buy chuck steak at, uh, Sobey’s
or Atlantic Superstore.

Watson: Well, from an ecological point of view, it certainly is. I mean, I have to add
that I’m actually a vegan. I don’t eat any animal products. But from an ecological –

Krystal: What a surprise that is.
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Jason: In, uh, my, my thing is, they, it just, it’s just somethin’ that is not necessary in this day
and age anymore that they’re doin’. And if this gentleman is looking to hire any more people
or if I even could get financially settled, I would volunteer to go out with this gentleman and
help him in his researches and things that he’s doin’ to try to solve –

Krystal: How do people contact you, Paul, if they want to get involved in your organization?

Watson: Uh, anybody can get a crew application off our website. It’s
SeaShepherd.org.

Krystal: 1-877-801-8255 or 405-6000. I think that Paul Watson is an extremist, but talk radio
is the last bastion of democracy and getting all the views in. Even though I disagree with
Paul. Joe.

Joe: Good morning. First off, Paul, I’d like to congratulate you for doing more damage to
the ecological movement in, uh, in the last couple of days than any other person I know.
Your comments have, uh, established, I think, without a shadow of a doubt what a whackjob
you really are, in that you would value, uh, a seal’s life over another human being’s. And I
think you made a comment before that you didn’t believe that, uh, you had a soul or
whatever, and I, I agree. I don’t think you have a soul, sir.

Watson: [chuckles] Well, I’m glad it’s got you thinking about it.

Joe: But, uh, you know, know what should be done with you? I think you should be put on
the ice floe with the sea-, seals, okay? And you live out your existence out there and
hopefully someone will come along with a hakapik and put it in your skull. Thank you.

Watson: Well, that’s, uh, that’s a very humane comment.

Krystal: Well, but, there’s a lot of, you’ve heard that before, right Paul?

Watson: Yeah, it doesn’t really bother me. I’m not really too concerned what people
think. I don’t do what I do for people. My clients are whales, seals, fish, sharks, sea turtles
and sea birds.

Krystal: You see, I view it as, uh, democracy is democracy. And democracy is messy. And if
everybody agreed, it’d be pretty boring.

Watson: That’s true.

Krystal: 1-877-801-8255 or 405-6000. Rebecca in Fall River, welcome to Maritime Morning.
Paul Watson is an anti-sealer. He joins us on Maritime Morning.

Rebecca: Hey, Paul, Hey, Andrew. Um, I had to call in. I’m a huge, huge animal
lover. I’m the person that saves worms off the street when it rains hard so they don’t get run
over. And I teach that to my daughter. Um, I think, Paul, and no disrespect intended by this,
it is, some of the comments you’ve made have been, you know, to the point, I didn’t agree
with the way he put it, but to the point of the last caller, it does in some ways do damage to
say, you know, that a human life is not as important as a seal’s life. I’m paraphrasing, of
course. But I think what people have to realize is we are all equal at the end of the day and
every single species on this planet plays a role. Humans do tend to put themselves above
everybody else and say what we need, what we do is more important. And I think if a human
was plucked out onto one of those ice floes, there wouldn’t be a single polar bear or anything
else out there that wouldn’t kill them in a heartbeat as opposed to killing one of its own kind.
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So, you sort of have to look at it from both sides. Yes, Paul’s radical, but he does get people
thinking about it and he is radical for the purpose of making people think. And I think he does
a great service to, you know, to the entire push behind, you know, conserving animals and
helping, you know, helping our fellow creatures as opposed to just saying “oh, we’re humans,
we can kill whatever” –

Krystal: Actually, make sure your, uh, radio’s down and you just listen on the telephone. Uh,
Rebecca in Fall River, you’re saying, uh, restate your last sentence, could you?

Rebecca: Sorry. I just, I just think that he does a great job at making people think
about the fact that humans aren’t, we’re not the only important thing. We’re not, I mean, we,
we kill things, we just go out and do whatever we want and that’s not necessarily the right
way to think about it all the time.

Krystal: 1-877-801-8255 or 405-6000. I want to go back to Ashley in Dartmouth. Ashley, go
ahead.

Ashley: Hi, Paul. Um, I just wanted to say that I totally agree with what you’re doing. And if,
like, people are goin’ out there and just slaughterin’ the animals for, for fun, that’s totally
disgusting and I just, I don’t agree with it at all. It actually really, really upsets me and it’s just
not right. It’s not right.

Krystal: What do you think, Paul, of their comments today?

Watson: Well, I think that people are concerned and I think people are beginning to
realize also that this is not a necessary industry and it’s one which gives Canada a very bad
reputation around the world.

Ashley: That’s right.

Watson: And, you know, I started, I started opposing the seal hunt when I was ten
years of age. I was raised in an East Coast fishing village in New Brunswick and, uh, you
know, some [call gets cut off]

Krystal: 1-877-801-8255 or 405-6000. This is Maritime Morning. I’m back in two minutes.

Krystal: Anti-sealer and animal rights activist Paul Watson joins us on Maritime Morning. You
can too at 405-6000 or 1-877-801-8255. Paul Watson is at the Halifax Airport. He just
landed and is joining us online now. Federal Fishery Minister Loyola Hearn is firing back at
environmental crusader Paul Watson this hour, saying the deaths of at least three sailors is
less tragic than the slaughter of seals. That’s, uh, what Paul Watson was alleged to have
said. Hearn says Watson, leader of the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society’s gutless,
shameless and has not one shred of human decency. Paul Watson, your reaction?

Watson: Wh-, the reaction to Loyola Hearn, you’re saying?

Krystal: Yeah.

Watson: Uh, well, you know, we haven’t broken any laws. We have right of free
passage. We’re on a European-registered vessel. We haven’t entered Canadian waters and
we’re simply documenting, uh, what’s happening out on the ice. We’ve gotten some very
damning, uh, documentation showing that the so-called humane regulations of the seal hunt,
uh, in fact are not being enforced.
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Krystal: Do you maintain that the loss of three sealers, at least three sealers, is less tragic
than the seal hunt?

Watson: Well, I’m saying that the loss of the, uh, four sealers actually, I believe four
have died, is a very tragic, uh, episode, but I’m saying that overall it’s a far greater tragedy
that they’re killing 325,000 seals and they’re diminishing, uh, you know, the fisheries, uh, and
the seals and the fish, uh, off the east coast of Canada. That is a greater tragedy, one that
will affect all of our lives in the future.

Krystal: But, uh, aren’t seals big fish eaters? Aren’t we helping ourselves by killing these
things?

Watson: Sorry, what was that again?

Krystal: Fish are, are really over-consumed by seals. Isn’t this a good idea that we keep
more fish around by killing the seals?

Watson: Yeah, I’m not getting a very clear question, but are you saying that, uh, --

Krystal: Well, we’re killing, we’re killing, uh, the seals to preserve the fish.

Watson: Yes. Well, we need seals in order to protect fish. We need seals because
the more, um, you know, seals control the predatory system within the ecological system so
that the biggest predator of cod fish, for instance, are the fish, the very fish that harp seals
prey upon. When you reduce harp seal populations, you increase those predatory fish
populations. You know, this is, we’re trying, there used to be 45 million seals on the east
coast of Canada and, uh, now there’s less than ten per cent and certainly the fish are down to
less than four per cent.

Krystal: Well, so you’re saying, like, the fisheries people are telling me that the seals
consume way too many fish so we have to keep their populations low. We have to cull the
herd. You’re saying that’s not true?

Watson: From an ecological point of view, we need more seals, not less seals.

Krystal: And that will help the fish population?

Watson: Yeah. You know, at the time of Jacques Cous-, uh, for instance, when
Jacques Cartier first came over to Canada, he’d throw a wicker bos-, basket into the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, pull it out brimming with cod fish. There were forty million seals including
walrus. Incredible numbers of sea birds, incredible numbers of whales and dolphins and no
shortage of fish. It was not these marine mammals and birds that wiped out the fish. It was
human greed, human excess. That’s why they’ve disappeared. We’ve disrupted the entire
ecological system and, uh, we have to bring it back. If we’re going to have a fishery in the
future, bring it back. More seals, more whales, more sea birds.

Krystal: Well, right now, given our current fishing approaches, more seals mean a lot less
fish.

Watson: The reason the fisheries in Canada have collapsed is because of the
incompetence of the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans. They are solely
responsible. Their mismanagement has destroyed every single commercial fishery both on
the east and west coast of Canada. You know, they should all be thrown out. And, in fact, on
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the East coast, on the West Coast, I’ve advocated that the native communities manage the,
uh, fisheries. They would do a far better job.

Krystal: Well, why aren’t you protesting the Portuguese and Spanish trawlers that are raping
the seas?

Watson: Yeah, well, we’ve gone out there. In fact, in 1993, I chased a Cuban and
Spanish drag-trawling fleet off of the Grands Banks of Newfoundland and Canada arrested
me and put me on trial for it. I was acquitted on the charges, but, uh, we were the only
people doing anything about that overfishing. You know what happened when we came out
there? We found out that the Cuban trawlers were licensed by the Canadian Government
unbeknownst to the Canadian fishermen. They were actually giving revenue to Canada to
fish the Grand Banks.

Krystal: We’ll have Paul Watson return, uh, for a broadcast visit on Maritime Morning on
Monday. Paul Watson, thanks for your contributions this morning. You have vessels in the
Galapagos. Tell us what your day is and what is next for your anti-seal crusade.

Watson: Well, thank you.

Krystal: What is next for you?

Watson: Uh, we’re go-, um, well, we’re full-time patrols in the Galapagos trying to
protect the Galapagos Marine Reserve. Last summer we busted forty-five thousand, uh,
shark fins, seized them and broke open a shark fin mafia there. I actually got a medal from
the president of Ecuador for that. And down in Australia we’re trying to stop illegal whaling in
the Aust-, in the Southern Whale Sanctuary.

Krystal: What are you doing in Halifax today, Paul Watson?

Watson: Actually, I just came back from, uh, St-Pierre and I’m on my way to, uh, New
England and, um, I’m just arranging for a berth for the ship. And also we’re opening our film
on sharks. Shark Water, uh, is going to be released on DVD so I have to be there at the
opening in New York City for that. Uh, it’s a, it’s actually an award-winning film that tries to
change people’s perceptions of sharks.

Krystal: The filmmaker’s father is a friend of mine. Thank you very much. Thank you very
much for joining us. And what are you going to do with, lastly, what are you going to do with
your boat that the, uh, sealers attacked today and, uh, cut its mooring ropes? Your Farley
Mowat, is it, uh, just floating out there? What’s going on with your ship?

Watson: Well, the ship will be heading back into the Gulf, probably a few days earlier
than we expected, but, uh, you know, there’s no real damage. And, uh, and, uh, I think, you
know, I certainly have nothing against the people of St-Pierre. We found them incredibly, uh,
friendly, very supportive and we’ve actually worked very closely with the French Government
on a lot of issues. So I think it was just a bunch of angry fishermen.

Krystal: Paul Watson, thank you. Anti-sealer Paul Watson and the most controversial man in
the country today.


